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(:16). Next week is 1 month of the race and we ask you to share with us what you have 

done. ...  I have put all my efforts to back the Chinese spaceship.  (:18). The Chinese 

who are developing the patents for space have been given more details of the patents. 

No one has ever developed this system,   (:20).  it will be a combination of lift, motion, 

new materials, health system, everything integrated into 1 spaceship. We will succeed 

without a shadow of doubt. Through this we will enforce peace .. power of the nation. 

The Chinese space system is so comprehensive that it will bring shock into the world of 

science in every aspects and it will bring the space development 2 to 300 years ahead. 

This is a decision I have made in response to what is happening around the world. We 

literally develop the space T to such a level that we make every machinery, aircraft 

obsolete at the stroke of my pen. This is my decision and I have decided to do it, and we 

will show the power of the space T. .. many systems will be released through the 

Chinese government. I have committed the work of my KF to the Chinese nation and I 

stand firm to it.  .. one of the biggest problems for the new development will be time 

and space.    (:22). There have been many discussions in science about time and space, 

can we change the time with space, or can we with time bring new space dimensions to 

us. In so many ways space and time do not exist. Space and time only exist in what we 

call gradient, depreciation, loss of energy, or time for the loss of energy as what we had 

defined before. But does time exist in the world of the U. No it never does or did. The 

beginning and the end is the same, the structure, the process of coming back to the 

origin. In one dropping from or in reducing in strength creates space and with it, it 

creates time. Time doesn't exist in the realm of creation because it all is as it is, and it's 

no more and no less. Time has become the dimension of existence for man. When the 

man opens the new dimension for space as we are doing so, we come to understand that 

there is no time limitation. We can ?? cause the boundaries of the U in no time if we 

understand the process of the creation. This is what is very much puzzling to human 

beings. He can't understand that you can change the dimensions of existence through the 

strength of the fields and not through the loss of the strength. This is what has 

determined the life and duration of the man on this planet or beyond.  (:24). When you 

achieve the dimension of the STM this will not exist as the soul travels or reaches the 

point of what we call, the pivotal point, the point of departure from the body of the man. 

We can give or take from it, we can give more if it needs more to elevate itself, but at 

the same time it has no time. At the point of separation of the physicality of the body of 

the man, the time stop for the STM, because it joins through the dimension of the 

systems of the U which have no time and no dimension. This becomes important for our 

travels into space in a very short time in a rapid way. How do we travel the spans of the 

U when there is no time and space, no dimension, but in a way we see the U in the eye 

of the man and everything on it is physical, there are galaxies we observe, clouds, 

human beings, other entities we observe and we put a time to it, 40, 60 or 100 years, a 

thousand light years. This is in the dimension of the existence of the observation of the 

man's understanding. From other strengths of dimensions this is irrelevant. It's the life 

of a butterfly, one day only. If you want to consider it that way. What you call billions 

of years for this and that is literally the point of inception of the creation.  (:26). Then 

we understand for man to be able to create and exist in all dimensions of the U he has to 

understand the essence of the creation. the essence of understanding what makes one to 

be created, and what makes one ??? ... we have to understand that the dimension of 

existence belongs to one thing and that is the Creator. Once man achieves flight and 



once he understands the handling and the process of the development of the fields and 

the conversion of the fields to other fields will ??  lead and develops new plasmas not 

necessarily matter state then man will become mature very fast to understand the rest of 

the processes. At the moment with the Gans's and any other thing which we have shown 

and has been shown in other research centers of the KF, we are converting the energies 

of the plasma to the matter state, but the maturity will come when man can convert the 

Pl to another Pl, or by the conversion of the Pl which is the point of the creation. This 

means the elevation of the STM to a higher dimension and if one day we understand 

this process then man can elevate his soul to the soul of the Creator to be in touch with, 

to be part of, but not ever become. Those who understand the words of wisdom 

understand what it means.  (:28). In reality for us as human beings in the dimension of 

physicality of ourselves. Now that we take ourselves into space we find out this physical 

body of man is nothing but a mirage. It has no existence, no tangibility, no dimension 

and no time. Because once we create systems that are more powerful then what we 

know, we get diluted within it, become part of it. read my papers adn books, I have 

written about plasma ?? technology, maybe now you can understand more. Inter-atomic 

fusion is what we call diluting of the plasma ?? when diluting, the stronger power 

comes in the ?? trans?? of existence means nothing, becomes invisible. It is very much 

like if you have a sugar cube and drop it in a cup of boiling hot water, the tangibility 

disappears but the essence of the sugar, the sweetness of it is in the water, that will be 

what the man will come to understand. Man in the first flight systems will loose his 

tangibility the way we absorb, but at the same time if you let the water dry again adn 

evaporate, you'll get the sugar crystals back, not necessarily the shape you want but you 

can shape it the way you want, even at the beginning it was a cubic, now that you dry it 

you can allow it to take the shape you like. this will be the essence of the recreation of 

man in the new dimensions. Many of you will expect to travel in the space with the 

same physicality as you have but you'll find out that this mirage  (:30). of thinking shall 

become another fallacy in the understanding of man in the dimension of creation. The 

dimension of the reactors, the space dimension is so much more powerful that in it to be 

able to achieve in reaching its destination the physicality of the man becomes that sugar 

cube in the water. the powers are so immense that ?? the physicality of the man in the 

dimension of the ??  And then at the destination, the same as drying the water, 

evaporating it you'll find a new dimension in the crystal as the sugar the way it is ?? 

position and conditions apply to it .. then you understand new features and new 

dimensions. There is a big question, how we always see what we call people from 

outside dimension in the visually of ourselves on this planet, because they do the same 

thing in essence in their ship, they are that cube of sugar, which is dissolved but exists. 

??? the condition of the man, now we condition them in the atmospheric condition of 

this planet, and the fields from this planet, so they take the nearest shape to the man that 

man can relate to and understand the level of their existence. So shall it be for the man. 

In the coming time many of you as you experiment you'll find out you still carry the 

physicality of the man when you walk out into the space, but within it you have no 

physicality but he tangibility of the essence of the STM, as the physicality is higher 

dimension in strength can not exist as a super ?? energy of the field strength of the 

entity of the man ??   (:32). There are going to be a lot of new understanding and a need 

for new ethos in how we handle in the conditions. We were merciful to show the 

captured drone, next time we'll not be there to ?? reach. Because by saturating it 

becomes dissolved in this condition as it has no soul it can't replicate itself. This is how 

we'll enforce peace on this planet from now on. When man doesn't have the tools of 

killing he can't kill. This is a tool and one of the reasons we are speeding up the new 



process of the development of the space reactors. The new SS that multitudes of them 

can be developed that every single tool of harm by man will not be there to obtain and 

do. This is my response to those who claim any war. Now the new war from KF is total 

disarmament, absolute ?? The way we see the sugar dissolves in the matter state in the 

hot water so will those crafts and ships in the high Pl ?? released and controlled. But as 

the STM has control over the physicality of the man,  (:34). man can re-manifest 

himself. Guns, bullets, and ships have no soul, so we end with the whole process. This 

is my wish and it shall be done. We can take the dimension to the STM but it needs 

guidance and then the souls are committed. Man will understand more and more. Now 

that we have committed ourselves to the new generation of the development of the SS, 

we make it pocket size, the new system is pocket sized. It can be carried in a child's 

school lunchbox. Anyone who is a man of peace can set it up and develop it. Many of 

you have been looking for energy systems, these new space reactors create so much 

energy that any of you can tap into it from the source. The way man gets his sight and 

energy from the sun these will be adapted that they release energy according to the 

physical matter state of the man that he can do what he likes with it. Now we 

understand the new development. We can land, takeoff, do whatever we like with the 

new systems that man could never imagine  (:36). As my team is learning more and 

more I ask more control systems that it can be done, it brings slower understanding but 

completion of the system. Lift and motion, creation of materials, condition of the STM, 

creation of energy beyond the imagination, full comprehensive disarmament through the 

earth MG fields and Pl condition that no matter can stand it. Now the war is on those 

who are warmongering not on those who are peaceful nations, ... we'll disarm any 

systems created to harm mankind nuclear and non-nuclear, without sanctions, without 

harming we just take the tools out of the game. I have made a decision in the past few 

days that the Chinese Space systems will be the most complicated and most complete 

system man has ever seen and we'll deliver it through the Chinese military forces space 

systems, and no others.  (:38). We'll enforce peace through the knowledge and then 

you'll understand and we'll make the tools of war of the past obsolete. We have shown it 

with the drone and we'll show it with nuclear weapons. There shall be no nuclear 

weapon to harm man on this planet to be an excuse for the others to create war because 

of it. But we warn those who carry nuclear weapons, stand a chance of themselves ... if I 

was you, being Israeli, Iranian, American, Russian, work very fast to get rid of your 

nuclear weapons because they'll have no use. I disguised myself under the name of 

nuclear physicist, so I know what the game is. A nuclear warhead can only launch if the 

system for it to detonate works. But when it doesn't work what use does it have. War by 

threat, lion with no teeth. We push T through the understanding of new science for 

peace and we have the knowledge and power to deliver it without a single bullet.   (:40). 

As I said to a military leader, the Court at The Hague will be full of world leaders of the 

present time. I wonder what they'll have to say, we saw the ex-communist leaders line 

up, now we'll see the Western leaders to line up in the same way...  justifying the 

murders they carried out on the name of whatever. Abuse of power at the point of the 

seat of power. And by return we deliver the space technology to all the nations equally 

through the digression of the Chinese government and what they see as peaceful 

nations.  Any questions.  (:42).  (:44). Q: I want to know what I need to make the C 

Gans? What do you mean by the C Gans.   (:46). Q: I want diamonds. All the teachings 

are in 220 workshop. He wanted the gold. That's why I asked who is it for, maybe for 

the lover.  (:48). We have to explain something coming from this discussion. When we 

produced the CO2, one thing which a lot of people don't remember or comprehend that 

we created the field of C in the water and not a C. If you go back into the same structure 



but in the dynamic reactors and you put in CO2 you have created the fields of CO2 (in 

the center hollow ball). Many of you can do 2 things you can take an empty ball and 

place it in the center of your CO2 box, what you'll capture is the essence of the C in 

field strength without any water. This is important for a lot of you if you understand 

what I am talking about.  (:50). When you put the dynamic cores into motion and then 

when you stop your motor, you see the Gans's collapse, but if you have left this empty 

ball in the center, the fields in that ball have not collapse, or in the empty ball in the 

CO2 box. The ball carries the fields of the Pl of the totality of what has been collected. 

Because in the cores that are rotating you have the Gans's and they collapse, but not in 

the empty ball. In the empty ball it is literally like the creation of life. They don't have 

the same entity as the field forces from outside. As these fields have been interacting 

(draws a spiral) with a different dimension of fields among themselves, so the fields 

inside this empty ball are different then the Gans outside, because some have slowed 

down out here (draws spot further out on the spiral) and some at this strength, some 

have crashed at this strength. In a way this empty ball due to the man's eye of 

physicality there should be nothing in it, but if you have taken it from the center of a 

system .. and allowed it to create these interactions, it is a SOUL on itself!  If you 

understand this you can use it to confirm which is correct  ... watch the field interaction 

between the 2. Do you remember when we had the discussion with that Minister in 

Accra.  (:52). I suggested to him when he couldn't understand and accused us of selling 

(plain) water, I told him to add some of my water to his water and measure the 

alkalinity, he shut up for good. It's the same here, take the 2 balls and let them interact. 

You will se new phenomena. Up to now when it (the Gans's) collapsed you thought it 

was just an empty ball, because you are so physical and you don't understand or don't 

want to comprehend that you have created a new life. An egg and a sperm in 

multiplication create ... that soul doesn't die because the body has died. This is what a 

lot of you working in Pl T have to understand. the longer you allow the system to stay 

(run) within the dimension of rotation, empty or whatever, it creates more in-depth field 

interactions. It has a new life, a new dimension. But because man is so physical he 

thinks, oh I switched the motor off and it's gone. Does the STM finish when the 

physicality of the man is gone. When you have an accident and loose part of your body, 

does it take part of the soul  (:54). ?? created. and if you understand this you can even 

use the STM to recreate the amputated part of the body. If the physicians understand, 

now if you remove a kidney now they have to go out and find one. No, now create a 

condition and the kidney will grow in there because it has its MG field in that part of the 

body. You don't need to transplant a kidney from one body to another, you just have to 

bring the essence of the creation of it and ?? base it, it will develop a kidney. Why do 

you think the kidney of the man always places itself in the same place, because the field 

interactions dictates that this is the place for the kidney or this is the place for the liver 

or heart. Now that we take the dimension into space travel we have to understand how 

we can make elements, organs out of the interaction of the fields of the Pl of the U. I 

want to make gold or diamonds .. no problem but I give you a very bad warning, from 

some years ago, if you come up with a diamond you have to come up with a birth 

certificate for it, otherwise it is called blood diamond and it's a criminal offense.  (:56). 

Now every diamond has to have a certificate, it was born a human and now we can love 

and put emotion into it.  ...  (:58). Q: If I have 2 MaGrav then I have a field flow 

between these 2 plasmatic fields and when I make a connection with N wire between 

them I make a kind of street for the Pl to travel. Does the Pl always travel the short way 

or does it travel through the N wires?  First of all you are talking about the fields of the 

Pl and not the Pl, am I correct? Yes. With the fields of Pl you can use the N materials 



(wires) then you restrict it to the field strength of the materials you used to make the N 

coat. This is the filter point. On the other hand you have to remember that the fields 

move by matching, so you have to have a match  (1:00).  or nearest to it of MG field 

strength that you can travel or be able to move from one to another. If you have 2 

MaGrav systems you have to consider, which and how you made it, if you made it the 

same there is hardly any transfer of fields from one to another. Whenever you want to 

create a movement or motion one has to be in one way M or G, weaker or less than the 

other, or by trying to match up you create a current. Current flowing Pl is the 

cornerstone in ?? our existence. If you have made 2 MaGrav systems exactly the same 

you'll not see much transfer because it's in balance. If for example you coated one with 

Zn and the other with CH3 then you should be able to see some transfer, some flow. But 

if both are made of CH3, the same thing, there is no flow very little. And if you use N 

materials to conduct them, we have shown it in connecting space reactors in testing .. 

but you have to have the gradient of flow.  (1:02). Q: I use the 3 Gans's CO2, CuO and 

CH3 and place them in a triangle and put a plant in the center. .. I noticed that the CH3 

completely disappears within 2 months and not the others. I tested it 3 times. .... each 

time CH3 disappeared. CH3 doesn't disappear it's on the order of the energy giving so it 

gives its energy to the environment. It doesn't disappear. It's a Pl so it means the 

environment around needs that energy. Don't forget CH3 is of the weakest, so it gives of 

a higher order to receive, so it gets its own energy faster. This is how the sugars work in 

the body (1:04). Q: I means the particles disappear there is only water in there? Yeah, it 

means the environment takes the energy from it, it is sugar. If you have a plant that is 

sugar based it is of the same, it's feeding it. CH3 is the essence of sustaining life on this 

planet. Because it links up with the C then the H has a common denominator to feed. It's 

like you have 2 ships you throw an anchor over then you put a plank over and transfer 

ofod from one to another, C is that plank and H is what they carry from one to the other, 

which ever one needs to be feed. With the AA, COHN connection, and CH3, the link is 

the C which is ??? for balance, and then the sugar which is H3 in the order of plasmatic 

compared to 1 H of the AA is more powerful, so it gives to it to make it ?? H2, to loose 

one for the other one to gain so they both become balanced, this is the time when the 

protein stops taking energy from the sugar,  (1:06). but if the protein itself is in a 

dynamic environment so it cuts in and takes from the, H3  CH3 part of it.  Q: If we look 

at the COHN, the N is what sustains life on earth or is the origin, and C is the link, and 

the O and H is what gives the equilibrium, the force between the O and H, that's why we 

got the Acidity adn Alkalinity?  The alkaline-ness, I was explaining this, is the level of 

the conversion of the energy of the H to O, or the energy of O to H to become acidic. 

The same water depending on the conversion of its energy in its plasmatic condition 

becomes alkaline or acidic. You don't need to add anything to it, you just have to create 

the condition for it so that it starts giving to or taking from. The alkalinity of the water 

doesn't change because you add something, it changes because of the field transfer 

becomes changed. The alkalinity is the amount of energy you can receive, you can do it 

by the ratio difference to make the condition of alkalinity but not the ?? of the water, in 

comparison to another source.  (1:08). Q: ... someone in Europe puts a bottle of water 

next to a plasmatic water and the PH changes ?  Of course it does, because it means the 

Pl is giving or taking from it. If you want to change the PH there is one metal you put 

next to it and then the PH goes way down, then there is another metal that sends the PH 

up to 40 - 50. You have to understand the plasmatic spectrum of the field strength of the 

H or O, if you add to the O you become more alkaline, if you add towards the H you 

become more acidic, the environmental condition can change acidity or alkalinity of the 

water, or any liquid. I thought this was understood a long time ago, but nobody 



understands this. You don't need to add chemicals or whatever, you can mimic it by 

ratio difference or  (1:10). or change a condition by MG field to deplete or add, ?? or O 

?? condition of alkalinity. Or what you call taking of G towards. If you understand this 

you can fly any system within ??  The knowledge has not been understood to be 

translated the right way. Q: You are saying that we can have an alkalinity of over 14 

then? You can go to the highest level you can ever imagine, it depends on what you are 

talking. What do you want to gravitate to. You're alkalinity is a condition of the H 

interaction with O in this planet. When you change the G field strength of the planet, 

then  you want an alkalinity of 2 or 300, or do you want to go -50. You have to 

understand the knowledge.  ... It's the speed of light situation, you know the guy who 

said the maximum speed of light is this and everybody accepted it because nobody 

understood the concept and principle behind the speed of light. It's the same with 

alkalinity, there is no limit to it. It is a unit of taking. The U takes and then the center of 

the galaxy has an alkalinity of 1 million.  (1:12). And on the edge of it, it has the acidity 

of -400. Why do you have alkalinity in the center and acid on the edge, you haven't 

understood the principle. You are still lost in the maze of knowledge. Q: It's question of 

grasping the concept? No it is understanding the principle. Grasping, it might fall and 

you loose it, but through understanding it, it becomes part of the knowledge. 

Comprehension is more important then remembering and grasping. Any other 

questions. Q: How time do we have to keep the hollow ball in the reactor to build up the 

fields? It depends on what environmental conditions you have created for the fields. If 

you have a bucket of lead near-by forget about it.  Q: The center core is held by a N rod 

within the ball, am I missing something this should also be within the ship .. What, 

What!  (1:14).  Which ball ??  Q: In the patents there is always a N coated center rod? 

Yes, that is a feeding line, you can bring it to a minimum, it tells you that it is 

adjustable. Q: if you put a yellow ball in the center of the picture you drew, and if you 

put a N rod in the center of it, isn't it going to ??  Nope. It could be pulling it out of the 

system also. It can give as much as it can take, or is it a position that you get it exactly 

right. Q: The reason I asked this is that made some (empty) balls and handed them out 

ot people, there is nothing in them, except the field interaction that I created. These 

people were non-believers, adn now they believe because they hold the balls in their 

hand and they get so much energy that they can't believe it.  (1:16). Some of the empty 

balls I had to move out of the house because they were interacting with my Gans 

making, because I put a plate of titanium on the outside of my coils, There was so much 

energy inside the balls that I had to actually move them out of the house.  Now you can 

understand what I said the balls are not empty. ... In the understanding of the totality of 

the field forces, man has to close his eyes to physicality. If you stand between those 2 

balls and hold your hands (out), and move away you'll still show the same energy. 

That's what I know, you don't need to find, it was explained a long time ago in the 

teachings. It's just that our people are deaf they don't want to listen.  Q: I always had it 

in my head that a central plasma should have a central pin. So even the Pl in a SF 

should have a central pin there. ... (1:18). ... I am confused? You shouldn't be confused. 

Your confusion is in understanding that space has energy. You don't need to carry a 

matter. You are so connected to matter that the space has no meaning to you. John says, 

one doesn't have a pin in ones head to hold the soul there does he? Most probably. Q: Is 

there a way to isolate the SF from the nearby fields, can we use magnets, Gans's or N 

coated coils to isolate the reactors and the fields inside? No, the only way you can do it 

is the way I did it with the American Drones.  (1:20). Build a more powerful fields that 

encompasses everything in it. It has to be homogeneous otherwise it doesn't happen. ... 

if you have your MaGrav system here (in the center) you need to create a homogeneous 



system that super passes the one in the center, then you can do whatever you like, and it 

is homogeneous in every direction. Rick says, that on some system you have used a N 

coated Cu shield. N coating creates a field barrier strength, if you use a N coated Cu, it 

means you block up to Cu, if Zn then up to Zn. It's a filtering.  (1:22). This is why we 

tell you when you use these reactors, especially for space flight to put a N coated base 

on the legs of your MaGrav, that you create that separation, isolation that you are on a 

bed of fields and not the matter state.  

...  Is baby blue Gans is it H Gans? I don't know. .  (1:26).   ...Q: After we create an 

empty ball inside the Gans core can we leave it inside (1:28). and it can interact with 

another one in the SF?  Yes, I showed that Pl doesn't need a container. It's us because 

we are so physical need it. Caroline showed how you can hold cold Pl in your hand. 

You can transfer the inner being of the body of the man to that and you can place it 

within a dynamic system it will fly, .. In 1 of the medical teachings we referred to this 

that you can actually place a Pl for the elevation of the STM.  (1:30). If you put your 

hand on one part of the body and the other on another part the transformation of energy 

is there, you can do a lot of things. But man has to learn this. In the space we don't have 

pads and whatever, the pad is your hands, it's you who decides what energy or fields 

will go from one hand to the other. But the confidence is not there, the man doesn't 

understand it. He hasn't realized the power of his own soul. I can remove the brain cells 

of a body without you even seeing the body move, it still functions, but not necessarily 

the way .. you can influence its line of thoughts. You talk about putting a (Gans) pad on 

both sides of the body, my god have you ever seen a more versatile pad then the hands 

of the man. If you understand it more have you ever seen anything more powerful then 

the STM. You just say I want the arm to be fixed and it shall be.  .. what I said recently I 

can take the life from the soul or the soul from the life.  (1:32). Either way, we have the 

choice of the ones who want to try it. What I said about the Middle East, the American 

president said, we love the Iranian nation it's the leadership, you don't touch a nation, ?? 

you don't touch a nation. So deal with the leaders of a nation if they are wrong and you 

yourself are not wrong. We have the power to interfere either way. Understanding what 

I say is the principle I have written on the screen. If you love a nation you don't bomb it. 

Ands if you bomb a nation you bomb yourself through the STM. That's why I teach this 

way, so blindly and so openly.  ... you have to adjust you hands (pads) your body, your 

soul, according to the understanding of the function of your physicality and this is what 

it is.  You are so physical so we have been going around the merry go round. (1:34). 

Because man is not mature enough. You make Gans's and you put them in patches, but 

what is the body of the man made of, Gans's. And are the 2 Gans's the same, is the body 

different, it's you who has to decide which way to flow. I wonder if I can find plastic 

bag in the space ...  He draws 2 souls and bodies, what I need to understand are the 2 

field interactions of the 2 souls, if I allow my soul to be lower then I take the whole 

soul, goodbye. Because this soul has (been) set at a given function and a given strength 

for this body to operate. This is the problem with man he thinks that he always has to be 

stronger to give,  (1:36). but in fact if you are weaker you give more, because what is 

needed is taken and given ??? what (? is not needed)  which is a higher strength. I can 

take the life of a president with the flick of a finger, the body will be there. And I can 

give life the way I did with Naomi. It's just people don't understand. But we still teach 

the science, you are in a nursery and the child needs to know what is a strength line and 

what is a bad line. Can you hold a pen, it doesn't' matter if you are a professor and you 

know all the riddles of the U that child needs to be taught how to hold a pen and taught 

how to draw a straight line. ?? languages from teaching a child to the professor. And the 

president hasn't even come to the point yet of even knowing what to hold it. My 



knowledge is complete and if I take revenge I wipe out, I don't know the ?? I know the 

science knowledge of the U. You created all these pads and you put them across the 

body, then you have this pad which you can control it how you want, the difference is 

this pad has 5 fingers.  (1:38). Do you remember when I spoke about the peppermint 

leaf and it has all the fingers (fibers) coming out, each one absorbs a different energy. 

So does this (your hands), you decide what energy you want to put in the pad, make it a 

brain, make it a space time of this planet. So what is the difference. You believe in the 

pad, oh it's medical and cures cancer. But the pad that you have full control over you 

don't consider because you don't understand. How you position your fingers on the 

head, or touch it flat, all these things count, and you have no comprehension of them. 

Those you have been through the process that they want to achieve, I just put my hand 

on the back of my head, directing directly to the STM, and you can make any man to 

see, it takes me a second for me to (make) a blind (man) to see. I have done it and 

shown that it can be done. I believe in the creation of the man and the power (? within 

him), and secondly why do you need a pad if the guy is too far out and sits in the 

Whitheouse. He's very powerful, ?? meager he feeds me, he draws 2 souls and IL 

connecting them. Bye, you can tune to a satellite I can tune to a soul. We enforce peace 

through the knowledge. We don't talk and then we love and we kill them both  (1:40). 

then we just take, even if it means to make an example. Don't push me I will show it. 

There are no kings and presidents in the U we are all equal we know how to serve. It's 

the same process, I keep and teachings it and you keep on forgetting it. The guy says, I 

can take the ball out and it still ?? , it's exactly what we have been touching all the time. 

I was explaining to Armand how we can use our factories for space T. You have a lot to 

learn. There is no magic in understanding the totality. Q: Mrs. Keshe,  (1:42). You teach 

the knowledge at certain levels, we all understand and grasp that we are all equal. But 

those who are developing the MaGrav, Gans etc, but they can't go higher because 

something is missing. I know you told us that everything is in full display but you just 

can't yet connect it. It just a matter of it all coming together. What would be your 

message to the people who have not gone beyond the learning and the acquiring the 

knowledge for making the Gans's, how can they work through, .. how can they add for 

the world peace, can you explain so they don't feel left out because they can't go higher 

to making MaGrav and SF. How to make them feel they are a part of it without having 

to show something because it's not within their grasp.  (1:44). We have a lot a KS but 

they have nothing to show?  The strange thing is the whole process of the teachings, 

complete from the beginning is to achieve peace and through it to achieve the ultimate 

goal of becoming part of the UC for the man to evolve. You don't need to make 

anything, you already have everything. Actually the ones who don't make things but 

understand the technology are more far advanced then those who have to have their 

physicality of the Gans's and the rest. The tool of the man is the hope or wish to achieve 

world peace is within the STM. Understanding the message is the point. Q: Can you 

repeat that message please in a simple way? peace is to give from ones soul, that is all. 

But those who are more physical and have to have something to show, they keep on 

making these reactors and Gans's and we have to show that it can be done.  (1:46). But 

those who have never made the Gans's the process of understanding is more important 

then the process of making. You don't need to make Gans's or have a reactor to 

understand the power of the STM or the physicality. You are a container of the Gans. 

The body of the man is 50 to 100 kg of Gans. ??? the factories produce this amount .. 

and secondly the totality of the existence of the Gans's to create that dynamic 

nonphysical entity, which is the STM. The ones who haven't made but have the wish for 

peace they already have everything within themselves. You don't need a pen and paper 



to understand what is 2 + 2, you don't have to write it. It's the desire to achieve, to give 

which creates the condition. There is a problem when they have to do and what's in it 

for me.  (1:48). At the end of it when you make the Gans and create that hollow center, 

or the soul of it, you already possess that soul. Your soul interacts with what you made. 

The new Chinese space system is very much designed that way. It's so elaborate, so 

complete that it replicates the STM. If the desire is there to be, it shall be. And you don't 

need to make Gans's, this is what people so to confirm to themselves that they know. 

You have 50 kgs of Gans's which you have full control over it in all dimensions and all 

the materials on this planet, called the body of the man. All the field essence is within 

the STM. Because you want to dictate (?? take) you can't control. If you learn the 

language of love, in which a lover always put himself lower then the loved one, this is 

the essence which the man has to understand. I have so much peace that I am below 

those who are not, so they give. No one has understood this. We don't take by forcing, 

we take by being receiving. It's one of the attributes, humbleness.  (1:50). What always 

falls down to a lower ground, you have to be that lower ground. When the water comes 

from a dam and it reaches a lower level it gives its energy, the dam at the top has lost it 

because the bottom has received it. This is what man doesn't understand and it's within 

the grasp of every man. Thy shall not steal, but thy can be lower then the giver. From 

the beginning of the teachings about Pl the stronger always gives, but if you are lower 

?? it has to give so much that it has nothing for itself, to balance with you as you are. 

Become humble until the water reaches the ground then you have the same river. So do 

you need Gans's. Make 50 kgs of it with every element in it and call it the body of the 

man, ?? then within the STM. You don't need to (make) it's understanding, but 

somehow nobody understands, we keep on playing around until somewhere somebody 

understands and one at a time graduates.  (1:52). Listen to the story of ?? , and of 

Romeo and Juliet, and all the lovers, the lover always puts himself lower. In fact it is 

not that, because by being lower you receive the attention, the energy you need to 

elevate to the same (level) as the soul of the other. When the other one gives it's not at 

the same level as the ??  Which President would like to play with me. Q: Can we 

compare it with a beggar who sits on the floor and offers his love and extends his 

hands? You don't need to extend your hands. Some beggars are very rich and have 

millions in the bank. Q: yeah.  It's understanding that counts. Those who are all physical 

we have to show all the games because somewhere they might see something. This is 

part of the structure of the teaching, giving man the knowledge of the U. .. I said when I 

take man to space it will be as equal to others.  (1:54). ... and serving comes from 

humbleness and not from arrogance.  Any other question.  Q: I made a C Gans with ??? 

and sprayed it on a plastic and tested it with a diamond tester and it showed a diamond 

structure, do the Pl fields travel through the diamond structure of the C in the plastic 

Gans ?  I think your English is good enough you know what you are doing. Q: Alzar. I 

have tired to use my body to go to space. ...  (1:56).  ... salt bath with Gans strong 

energy between soul and heart . how can I improve on that?  One of the things we that is 

part of the evolution of understanding. It may be farfetched for 99% of our listeners or 

people, is you can position part of your souls outside of your body that it becomes part 

of your existence, like a twin, it sees the tangibility of the physicality,  (1:58). but it is 

aware of the existence of the soul. And the same with the tangibility of the soul with the 

physicality itself sees the soul. You can sit outside your existence and watch the 

behavior of the physicality, to be detached from it, but in a way you give more of to be 

able to see the lesser of, which is your physicality. You become witness to your own 

behavior, then you can separate the physicality from the STM, in a way it still carries a 

soul, but in the dimension of the control outside the physicality outside the body. I do 



this a lot. You are aware, your presence to the presence of the physicality but you are 

not part of it, but in a way you are not that either because you are still involved in the 

interaction of the physicality. I have said many times to Caroline, I sit outside my 

physicality and watch what it is doing. You can do this in any shape or form, be it 

making love to your partner, writing or making something, (you can ask) am I doing 

this right, I sit outside it, I watch it. Is what this body doing correct and what is the next 

step, what do I want to do with it. This is what our soul does when the physicality is 

asleep. It's nothing strange, it's just knowing how to do it, how to reach it.  (2:00). When 

you become mature enough you don't need to let the body to rest, you can still do in the 

presence of watching your own. Is this conduct correct, is what I am saying correct. You 

become listener to your own physicality and then you change through that soul which is 

there, you change the physicality. The Day of Judgment, you judge your own 

physicality's conduct through your soul, it can be done. Just because you think you do it 

in your sleep, where the soul goes somewhere else, you can do it if you are mature 

enough to ??  You can even manifest yourself in 2 places (at once), because the soul 

manifests itself in that position according to the environment. I was listening to Trump's 

declaration, what excuses he's using to bomb Iran and I sat outside and watched and I 

listened. I thought does this man know what I can do with him. I can make him come to 

his knees and pray and beg for life, that he never should make such a mistake. The same 

with the Prime Minister of Israel. I just take their soul, sitting outside their body being 

aware of their misconduct.  (2:02). You don't need to be somewhere, you can apply it. 

These people don't understand the power we carry and we can implement it. When we 

bring the head of a nation down, the whole nation goes. And this is what they are asking 

for, maybe this is what we have to show. I can bring world leaders to their knees, those 

who claim war and conflict. And you will see. Because we are not creating war, this 

brings peace, against humiliation that it leads to peace. I listened to the talk, he gives 3 

to 6 months for the American companies to stop all the contracts of what they have 

started. But does he say that there will be another 10 million jobs gone out of the 

workshops of the American government people. Will the government support 10 

million jobs because that is what it created. The Boeings economy comes out of the 

Iranian contract. Now take 10 out, in 4 years time they'll be back begging why should 

we let the nations suffer again through it. So the misconduct has to be corrected. If I 

have to interfere I will and I know how to do it. But then there will be no mighty 

powers, there will be equal powers.  (2:04). Don't touch me because I will take 

everything out. This is why I started the teachings today, that there is no time and no 

space. .. there is no time for war and no space for killing. And I have bent backwards for 

peace. Any other questions.  Q: How can we help you? Understand the teaching and act 

upon it. I promised that no one would be harmed from this technology, but I didn't 

promise that I will take everyone out of the harms way by those who create harm. New 

time, new space, that applies to the soul as well.  There is an interesting point with the 

new development of the SS systems. (2:06). Because it doesn't carry any matter of the C 

or what I call gold, but it carries the strength of it, if it is expanded to the dimension of 

the gold and C, it will paralyze a lot of things in the world of electronics. This is a 

weakness in the structure of the present science of man. It's very easy to implement 

peace, but man has to become peaceful by nature, and this is what we need to do.  Q: I 

begin to understand the power of field strength as I go about my everyday positioning 

and repositioning myself as matter and sending and directing my packages of love to 

others, the outcomes are immense joy, trust, and confidence in this, the soul is truly 

eloquent, wings growing in my matter state as I position and reposition in loving intent. 

Thank you Mr. Keshe you are loveliest of teachers.  (2:08). Q: Let's assume that all of 



us around the world start to rotate Zn reactors, is it possible to obtain a grid of Pl fields, 

is it possible to answer better to our synchronized intentions, for example cleaning 

environment, soul cleaning and becoming more peaceful?  You can do this is one of the 

effects that scientists are noticing in the past few years. Things are changing on this 

planet, we see a lot of reports coming, but it has nothing to do with the structure of the 

planet. This is partially and in an effective way, from thousands of people who made a 

lot of Gans. You say you wash your Gans's and plates, etc. where do these Gans's go to?  

(2:10). Even if you do keep them in bottles you still create positioning. In a direct way 

we are changing the environment and the energy system. We are talking about global 

warming and all the problems from exhaust, we are creating the same only as a solution 

through the Gans's production but in a more effective way because it actually is the 

essence of it. The more people make these things, millions of gallons are being made. 

Gans water goes down the shoot (sewers) and it's all Zn and Cu. We are changing, what 

do you call it, Gans contamination or Gans cleanup. Q; ???  We are involved in a 

massive way ...  (2:12).  ... KF is involved in land reclamation on a massive scale, but 

we won't touch the geophysics of the planet, we need every kind climate otherwise the 

cycle of life on this planet can't exist. We can't make all the deserts green because they 

have the function ?? the trees. The trees ?? but look at the forest fires ...   (2:14).  

Caroline was asking me if I can do anything about all these plastic bottles. You wait and 

see what they will do in the time to come.  Q: You have the 4 hemispheres of the brain, 

draw them as balls, in the center the soul lives. If we want to get a craft off the ground, 

if you were to draw the SF below that, if you put partly dielectric and N coated tube. ...  

(2:16).  ...  

(2:18).  Why not use one of the Chakras.   ... man has to learn how to use plasmatic 

energy. Go back to  proton and an electron, the distance creates ,  if you have a 3rd 

position  we can dictate with it, we can use the energy of the STM and the heart of the 

man, with it you can move the body of the man.  (2:20). It's how you can add to the 

totality. One of the biggest Chakras of the man is the heart itself, because it is the only 

one you can control very dynamic. You have an electron, you create a position of it, it is 

fixed so the only thing left is the body of the man. It's like this position. If that is your 

wish. Q: I was talking about a ship design to get off the ground? This gets you off much 

faster. With this you don't need anything, you just go to know how to ?? lean into it. 

There is a lot learn. You have to understand something that is so much a part of us that 

we don't even think about it. We have done this so much that we have lost the essence 

of it. He draws the body of the man, and the ground. What makes you jump. I asked 

before, where are our thoughts coming from?  (2:22). Where does the initial essence 

come from that I even speak a word, because it is pre-dictated, predetermined and I just 

make the noise or the voice or is it predetermined by the emotional part of the body that 

gets the information from the soul. I referred to this before maybe somebody might 

understand. Even if you go back to a single leg down and one leg up, what is the 

position of this leg, what has made you to put this ofot up here while the other one is 

still on the ground. How come we can create the energy muscle, because it's, what you 

call it, anti-gravity, to raise it up, and we do it through the essence of the soul and the 

physicality but we never thought about it. Even when you jump you have to be able to 

?? create a condition that it goes opposite to the strength field of the planet.  (2:24). So 

we already have this in our structure, but now it is how much can you use it that you 

stay up here all the time. Now you see we know everything. As humans we know 

everything, it's just that we have done it so much that we are not (aware of ti) we don't 

want to understand now that it is us who is in position of it, and in position of it. If you 

can raise your ofot a meter off the ground and you decided then you already know how 



to create a G system. But where does it come from. You contract a muscle but that 

contraction has to create a field strength against the pull of the earth. These are the 

things you now have to answer. Then do we need the shoes, if we know we can already 

hover, because we can do it for a few seconds. The decision made in the physicality part 

of the body, gains such a field that is less then the G pull of the earth. We need to 

extend and understand this further then we can fly. You get yourself up but then how do 

you make the directional motion. (2:26). This comes to the position of what and how. 

We already know. You are a SS standing in the air, how do you turn this body, can you 

use the soul of the physicality of the ofot to the STM and change and turn, or do you go 

like when you have a dog in your arms and you near the water and the arm just pedals 

(automatically) before you even touch the water. We know all the knowledge, but we 

have ignored ourselves to it. Man needs to learn more about himself, then he'll 

understand that he is very strong and powerful. Q: I have 75 kgs of multiple Gans in my 

body, ?? star ship, my heart, brain and soul is it enough?   (2:28). It's more then enough, 

you just need 1 gram of it. How much Gans do you put in these rotating cores, 1 gram. 

If you have totally 5 grams of it in a SF. 60,000 grams divided by 5, you can make 

12,000 spaceships. Q: Alzar had a dream, in Iran they used to do "Kolsee" charcoal in a 

pouch on a string and swing it around to light it. I saw kids with N coated coils 

swinging them around and they were flying with just that?  (2:30). ...  so what are you 

trying to explain ... I don't know. Any other question. If you listen I taught a lot today, 

but you have to understand it. The teachings are not only in one part, they are a 

collection covering different parts. But in today's teaching if understand even about time 

and space and the creation of, what I call fields without dimension, this should give you 

a lot to target for the new understanding, new process. In a very short time the Chinese 

KF will show and deliver a full flight system in a very short time, as we are perfect in 

the whole T that they understand. We leave it totally at the discrussion of the Chinese 

leadership to demonstrate the power of the T as the Iranians did with the Drone.  (2:32). 

Our work is heading in one direction, not to humiliate one nation and not to bring 

anyone to be more powerful, but it is to bring everyone to be equal that the peace 

prevails. I hope and my deepest wish is that I don't have to interfere. Those in the space 

know, that when I interfere I am merciless. One day when man opens to the spans of the 

U and understands the power we carry, when we have to interfere we have no mercy, 

because it has gotten to the point where it has to be written from fresh. Maybe I have to 

go as far back as Judaism and the name of Moses, before that name was ever believed. 

And maybe we have to go (as far back) as what is called, a new continent is discovered. 

Or we call it, back to the future, maybe we have to play that game, ?? erase the 2 from 

the history of the man. Rick says, this is the ancient families feuding.  (2:34). We have 

Trump as moderator of this TV show. Keshe says, I think the president has made a 

mistake with the TV show, this is real. This is the biggest problem. ?? Will it take those 

families to come together to create that peace? I was explaining to someone who was 

complaining about a Prime Minister. You have to see what these people have sold their 

bank accounts to and this is where the problem is, it is all to do with power, position and 

finance and it can be stopped very rapidly. This is power play and we just have the 

power and can show it.  Q: But they don't have any support from China and Russia ... I 

don't get into the politics of it. Maybe this is the test to show the power that the time of 

the peace has come for man. You know the parent is watching the child and saying don't 

do it or I am going to slap your hand. We are getting to that slapping time, but when we 

slap we wipe it out.  (2:36). Q: (Jallal from Iraq). That exactly what I am thinking about, 

that the father must act.  Let the child play he might learn something.  

 



(2:37).   
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